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Challenge #4: I teach young children. Learning targets are really abstract for 
them. How can I help my students understand and own them?

TRY THIS: MAKE UNPACKING THE LEARNING TARGET A PUZZLE TO SOLVE

For primary students who can’t yet read, unpacking learning targets in a more traditional way (e.g., by 
asking one student to read the target out loud and then inviting other students to explain the words in 
the target) doesn’t always work. Our youngest students often need a more innovative and engaging hook 
to help them truly understand where they are headed with their learning.

Try translating your learning target into a Mad-Lib style puzzle with strategically placed blanks in 
place of key words. Then engage students in a dialogue to solve the puzzle. A puzzle like this not only 
gets students truly excited to engage in their learning, it is also a wonderful way to teach critical academic 
and domain-specific vocabulary. The following Close Up provides an example used in a  kindergarten 
study of bird adaptations.

Close Up: Unpacking a Primary Grades Learning Target

Steven, a kindergarten teacher in Boston, wrote the following learning target for a lesson in which students 
would study pictures of bird beaks in order to draw conclusions about how different birds use their beaks for 
various purposes.

Learning Target: I can closely view pictures to gather information about bird beaks.

To introduce the target to his students, many of whom still weren’t reading, Steven wrote the following on the 
board and read it out loud:

I can closely ________ ___________ to gather _________ about _______ ________.

“Before we begin today, we have a puzzle to solve,” Steven told his students. “We’ve got all these photographs 
out on our tables. What do you think we are going to do with these photographs?” Students shouted out words 
like “look at them,” “read them,” and “study them.”

“That’s right,” said Steven, “we are going to view them with our eyes.” Then he wrote view in the first blank and, 
so that even nonreaders would be able to remember the word in that blank, he drew some eyes over the word. 
Now the learning target looked like this:

 I can closely view _________ to gather _________ about ______ _______.

Next he asked Frances, a student in the back row who was starting to wiggle distractedly, “What are we 
going to view?”

“The pictures,” Frances answered. (She was paying attention all along.)

“What can we put above the word to help us remember that?” Steven asked. He drew a picture of a picture. 
Before long the learning target looked like this.

 

I can closely view pictures to gather _________ about ______ _______.

Now Steven’s students were really getting intrigued about what words and pictures would go in those other blanks.

“Why would we closely view pictures,” he asked. “What would we hope to find in them?”
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“Things,” one student answered. “Colors,” said another. “Details,” said another.

Steven took his cue and synthesized their ideas. “So if we saw things and colors and details, we could gather 
a lot of information, couldn’t we?” And then he filled in the next blank and drew a thought bubble over it as a 
symbol for information.

I can closely view pictures to gather information about ______ _______.

Finally, he invited students to look at a few of the pictures and fill in the last two blanks. Students noticed right 
away that all of the pictures had bird beaks in them.

Although Steven’s students were only five, they now had a clear and memorable understanding of what they 
would do and learn in the investigative lesson that day. Before long they were gathered around the photos at 
their tables, pencils and note-catchers in hand, closely viewing the pictures in search of important information 
for their ongoing study of birds.

TRY THIS: USE A STORY OR POEM TO FOCUS STUDENTS ON THE LEARNING TARGET

The EL Education K–5 Language Arts Curriculum includes a kindergarten module on Toys and Play that 
offers another example of introducing learning targets to our youngest learners. This example confronts 
the challenge of learning targets being too abstract for young children in a different way – with story. 
Before introducing the learning target in the first lesson, the teacher reads the story of “The Magic Bow,” 
which ends with a brief poem that students hear repeatedly throughout the Toys and Play module. Before 
long, students can recite the poem themselves and use it as a kind of mantra to help them maintain focus, 
believe in themselves, and work hard to learn new things. Read the story and poem in Figure 1.5. Con-
sider how you can use stories and poems to help your primary age students take aim at their learning.

“The Magic Bow”
Once upon a time, there was a little old woman who owned a magical bow. This bow would allow anyone who used it to do something 
amazing that they had never been able to do before.

A person would take up the bow, fit it with an arrow, take aim at their heart’s desire, and “voila!” they would be able to do what 
they had always dreamed of learning. Whether they dreamt of learning to climb a tree, or play a musical instrument, or remember all 
meanings of all of the words in all of the world, the bow would help them achieve their goals.

People came far and wide to ask the woman to borrow her bow. And she would gladly share it with anyone who asked kindly. But 
one day, a greedy person came and stole the magic bow. Everyone was devastated. Many people thought that this was a terrible thing. 
They thought that no one would ever achieve their heart’s desires again. They thought that no one would ever learn to do anything 
amazing again.

Of course the old woman knew better. She told the people who came to her that is wasn’t the bow at all that helped them learn 
something new, but the effort they put forth and belief in themselves that gave them this power. From then on she gave the people who 
sought her this poem to help them remember the true power of learning:

Think of the thing you desire to learn.
Believe in yourself and your efforts will earn,
The ability to learn something new.
Now take your aim at the target true.

Created by EL Education for Instructional purposes.
Lexlle: 870L

Figure 1.5 The Magic Bow: Taking aim at learning targets
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Challenge #5: I have a high percentage of English language learners in my class. 
I’m never sure how much the learning targets help them stay focused on their 
learning because of language barriers.

TRY THIS: USE CONSISTENT ROUTINES TO UNPACK LEARNING TARGETS

English language learners (ELLs) deserve the same rich, compelling, and challenging curriculum that 
other students receive. They have the same cognitive needs as any student, which makes it critical that 
you not change learning targets by making the vocabulary or concepts simpler. Instead, offer supports 
that give ELLs equitable access to understanding rich and rigorous learning targets. Unpacking learn-
ing targets is an opportunity for all students – including ELLs – to learn academic and domain-specific 
language in context.

What follows are several strategies to employ when unpacking and using learning targets throughout 
a lesson that will support ELLs to understand where they are headed with their learning:

• Focus on the meaning and purpose of a key phrase within the learning target. For example, using 
the learning target I can explain how the author uses reasons and evidence to support a point, ask 
students questions like:
• Can you figure out why we say to support a point? (to show purpose for reasons and evidence)
• Why do we use the word to? (to signal that we will provide a purpose or reasons)
• What follows the word to? (a verb + a noun/an action + a thing)
• What if we remove to? (we no longer are alerted that the sentence will have a purpose or reasons)

• To better integrate the affective aspects of learning a language with academic content, check for 
comprehension by asking ELLs to summarize and then personalize the learning targets:
• Can you put the learning target in your own words?
• How do you feel about the learning target? (to assess if they feel overwhelmed and to discuss 

strategies to make progress toward the target)

• If you introduce more than one learning target at the same time, ask ELLs to use sentence frames 
with temporal words to put the learning targets in their own words (e.g., First we will ______; 
Then we will_____; Last we will ______. These steps link to the assessment by ______).

• If the learning target is connected to previous learning targets that day or in previous les-
sons, ask ELLs to recall and describe one time that they practiced working on the previous few 
 learning targets.

• Pause the lesson to ask ELLs to give specific examples of how they have worked toward each learn-
ing target in the lesson so far. Invite them to rephrase the learning target again now that they have 
had experience with it.

• Ask students if they can figure out why you are introducing this particular learning target today. 
Why is it important? How does it help them with the lesson or unit?
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• Emphasize different forms and meanings of the vocabulary in the learning target, particularly 
the key verbs. For example, using the learning target: I can link two different ideas in one sentence, 
emphasize the different forms and meanings of the word link:
• Let’s stand up and link arms. What part of speech is link in the first learning target? What part 

of speech is link when we link arms? (verb)
• What other part of speech can link be? What does it mean? (a relationship or connection 

between two things; also, a loop in a chain)
• Look at the links we made with our arms when we linked arms. As we write today, think about 

this question: How are our linked arms like our linked ideas when we write?

• Learn and practice vocabulary within the context of the topic and text. For example, in a second 
grade unit on schools and community, students read the learning target: I can write about my 
observations after closely viewing community pictures. They discuss the meaning of observations 
in this sentence and then observe school communities through some mystery pictures. After-
ward, students talk about what they observed before they write about it. ELLs can also compare 
shades of meaning (e.g., observe, see, notice, spot), use sentence frames to describe what they 
observe (“I see _____. One thing I observe is _____.”), and contrast the observing and noticing 
process to the inquiring, evaluating, and wondering process.

• Use word walls or vocabulary logs to track and learn selected vocabulary.

Challenge #6: I’m good at introducing the learning targets for every lesson, but 
I’m not so sure what I should do after that. How do I return to them throughout 
the course of a lesson?

TRY THIS: CATCH AND RELEASE

When you first begin using learning targets, it can feel a bit forced to keep referring to the target 
throughout your lesson. However, orienting students back to the target at major intersections in the 
flow of the lesson is a key to student ownership. It keeps the “why we are doing this” front and 
center for students. Over time your pointer finger will habitually track back to the learning targets 
on your board, and reminding students of the target will become part of the natural conversation in 
your lessons.

Here are some of the key intersections to attend to in your lesson plan, moments when students may 
need to be reminded of the target:

• Just before a mini-lesson

• When students are released to apply their learning

• When you are circulating and notice that several students are off track or off task
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